
Questions submitted to a special joint session of teen philosophers from www.p4he.org and www.giftcourses.co.uk on the theme of the coronavirus pandemic. 

 

Coronavirus is everywhere, but is it really fair to say we are all in this together? 

Lockdown is annoying for us but good for climate change - should we keep putting up with the inconvenience once the pandemic is over to save our planet? 

What freedoms will people have to surrender after the pandemic is over? 

Will the Corona virus change people’s thinking about what they buy, climate change, humanitarian feelings, relationships etc? 

Apart from deaths due to the virus, can the Lockdown be considered to be a positive thing?  

Should a person's life be focused more on quality than longevity?  

Has the coronavirus highlighted that we travel too much and that we are too physically connected at a global scale?  

Has home learning revealed that lots of what you learn at school is unimportant (for most people) and not taught efficiently?  

Should coronavirus be a priority over climate change? 

If God exists and is all loving and all powerful then why did the coronavirus happen?  

Are freedoms more important than health? 

Do we have a responsibility others to be extra cautious even if we are not so at risk, - does this affect our human rights, are our human rights being taken away from us? 

Are guidelines the same as law and does any state have the right to impose restrictions on the movement of citizens?  

Does lockdown constitute false imprisonment? 

Could coronavirus be considered a good thing if it slows climate change and helps the planet recover? 

Has this pandemic exposed flaws in capitalism? 

Will this change how countries are run and their political systems? 

Will the positive impact on community contribution continue or will people just return to normal? 

How far should tracking and tracing go? 

Should governments have a duty to make a helpline for people to report their neighbours if they are breaking lockdown? If they do, then in what kind of circumstances and 
what frequency of breaking lockdown should you report them? And should you risk your friendships with neighbours by doing so? 

http://www.p4he.org/
http://www.giftcourses.co.uk/

